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A general method is proposed of finding allowed molecular multiplets that can be constructed from 
specified atomic states with allowance for the interaction of the configurations. The method starts 
from a description of the molecule by a coordinate wave function with a specified permutation sym
metry of the Young pattern [A]. Concrete particular cases of different molecular configurations 
are analyzed. All the 100 multiplets that can be constructed on four 2p orbitals of the 0 atoms and 
two 1s orbitals of the H atoms are determined for the H20 molecule. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

WHEN spin interactions are neglected, the states of 
symmetrical molecules are classified by specifying the 
total spin S and the irreducible representation r of 
the point symmetry group of the molecule. Such states, 
in analogy with the terminology used in atomic spec
troscopy, are called molecular multiplets and are 
designated 2S+~r. In the case of the calculation of 
molecular systems by a variational method, or else 
with the aid of perturbation theory, it is necessary to 
solve the secular equation. The order of the secular 
equation increases rapidly when account is taken of the 
interaction of different electronic configurations. The 
construction of the eigenfunctions of the molecular 
multiplets from the initial variational functions leads 
to an essential lowering of the order of the secular 
equation (see[1 l, Sees. 6-9 ). 

Before proceeding to calculate any concrete system, 
it is of interest to determine the allowed molecular 
multiplets and the order of the secular equations that 
are encountered in the calculation. A problem of this 
kind was solved by one of the authors[2 J in the case 
when one nondegenerate orbital is specified for each 
atom1l. The present paper contains a generalization to 
include the case when degenerate orbitals and an ar
bitrary number of valence electrons are specified for 
the atoms. 

The problem of finding the possible molecular 
multiplets from specified atomic ones was considered 
by Kotani [31• However, the general formulas given by 
Kotani for the character of the sought reducible repre
sentation are expressed not in terms of the characters 
of the irreducible representations of the group of 
orthogonal transformations in three-dimensional space, 
but in terms of a product of matrix elements of the 
corresponding matrices of this group. In addition, cal
culations by the Kotani method require cumbersome 
calculations of the spin factor. As will be shown below, 
allowance for the permutation symmetry of the coordi
nate wave function makes it possible to simplify 

1 >This case is realized, for example, in calculations of 11'-electron 
systems of conjugate and aromatic hydrocarbons in systems with Is
valent electrons. 

greatly the procedure of finding the characters of the 
representations formed by the initial set of the wave 
functions. 

2. DERIVATION OF FORMULAS FOR THE 
CHARACTERS 

In all the quantum-mechanical problems in which no 
account is taken of the spin interaction, the total spin 
of the system is a good quantum number. In this ap
proximation, the total wave function is separated into 
a coordinate function and a spin function. All the 
properties of the considered systems are determined 
fully by specifying the coordinate wave function, which 
has a permutation symmetry uniquely connected with 
the spin of the Young pattern [A] [4 1. In finding the 
formulas for the characters of the representations that 
can be constructed on the initial set of the wave func
tions, we shall always start from the coordinate wave 
functions symmetrized in accordance with the Young 
pattern [A]. We start the consideration with the sim
plest cases, after which we investigate an arbitrary 
molecular system. 

A. One Valence Electron Specified on Each Atom 
(Covalent Configurations) 

Assume that there are N equivalent atoms, on each 
of which is specified an identical degenerate orbital 
cp(l), where lis the orbital angular momentum and m 
is its projection on the z axis. The number of valence 
electrons is assumed equal to the number of atoms. 
The total number of coordinate states is obviously 
( 2l + 1 )N. Each of them corresponds to a non- sym
metrized coordinate function 

(1) (l) (l) (l) (1) 
!Ilm,m,,,,mN= (jlm,a(1)<pm,b(2) ... (jlm.Vq(N), 

where the indices a, b, ... ,q number the atoms. By 
making all the possible permutations of the arguments 
in the function (1), we obtain N! functions for each set 
of values m1o m2 , ••• , mN. It is possible to construct 
from them the basis functions of the irreducible repre
sentations r[ A] of the permutation group 1TN, charac
terized by the Young pattern [A], bY. acting on the func
tion (1) with the Young operators w~~) [ll: 
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(2) 

For each set of values mlJ m2, ... , mN there are f~ 
functions (2) (the indices r and t run through fA values 
each). These functions break up into fA independent 
basis sets of fA functions in each set. Under the action 
of the permutations through one another, the function 
(2) is transformed with fixed indices t and 
m1, m2, ... , mN; they correspond to one state 
(see[1' 4l). Consequently the number of independent 
states having the permutation symmetry of the Young 
pattern [A] is equal to fA (2l + 1 )N. 

The action of the operation of the point symmetry 
group of the molecule (we denote such an operation, 
specified at the origin, by m) on the configuration of 
localized orbitals reduces to a permutation 1' of the 
centers of the orbitals and to operations of point sym
metry, specified at the center of each orbital; we de
note such operation by Ra. With respect to the group 
of point transformations, the set of functions (2) with 
fixed indices [A) and r, forms a basis for a certain 
reducible representation of dimension fA ( 2l + 1 )N. 
Let us find the characters of such a representation. 

The operations of the point symmetry and permu
tations of the coordinates of the electrons commute, 
and therefore 

!}ta>~~l (<p\:,>,.·, \:,>,b ... <p\:,>~) = a>~~l (P (R.<p~>,a) (Rb<p\:,>,b) · · · ( Rq<p\:!Nq)) 

~ •D\:!,-m, (R) D~·m, (R) • • · D~\ NmN (R)a>~}l (<p;,?,.;;<r~,'b · · · <p\:!N•q), 

where D(l), (R) are the matrix elements of their-
mimi 

reducible representations of the group of orthogonal 
transformations in three-dimensional space 0 3 , cor
responding to the operations R of the point group2>. 
The permutation P is defined as 

p = (~ ~ ... ~). 
a b .. · q 

(3) 

We denote by P the electron-coordinate permutation 
that returns the electrons to "their own" atoms. Then 
the function in the right side of (3) can be represented 
by 

<ll~~l(<p~~·a<i'~:.!i ••. <p~N'q) = ro~~l<p;,?,.;; (i) <p~,-ii (2) .•• <p~~q (N) 

= ro~~l p-1<p£.: •• (1) <pf!!,,b (2) ... <ri!/N'q (N). (4) 

Using relation (2.34) of[1l, we write 

ro)~lp-1 = ~ r~~l (P-1) 00~1 = ~ r~11 (P) 00~~1. (5) 
u u 

where rt}J (P) are the matrix elements of the ortho
gonal irreducible representation r[A] of the group 1TN· 
Substituting (4) and (5) in (3) we get 

!}t(IJ;;·l (<p~a ... <p\:,>Nq) 

= ~ ~ f[AJ (P) D([}- (R) .. · DIJJ ·- (R) (IJ["l (miJ) ... mi£! ) 
~ L.J ut m/ml mN mN ru 'Fm1'a 't'm NQ • 

u ;;;,- ... ;;;-"'· (6) 

The D(l), (R) in (6) are regrouped in such a way 
m1m1 

2 >we recall that all the point groups are subgroups of the group 0 3, 

and the group 0 3 itself is determined as the direct product of the group 
of three-dimensional rotations R; by the group Ci of the inversion oper
ator. 

that the order of their arrangements corresponds to 
the order of the arrangement of cp (l), ... cp S!J, , and 

m 1a m~ 

the sum over m~ ... m N is replaced by the equivalent 
summation over m~ ... mN-. 

In order to obtain the character, it is necessary to 
to take the "diagonal" term in the sum (6), i.e., equate 
u = t, m~ = m 1 , .•.•• ,m:N = mN, and sum over t and 
over all the sets mlJ m2, ... , mN. As a result we ob
tain 

(7) 
ml'''mN 

This expression can be easily simplified. To this 
end we take into account the fact that the correspond
ing operation m of the permutation ]5 can always be 
represented in the form of a product of cycles. Ac
cordingly, all the atoms break up into cycles, in which 
the atoms go over one into the other. The sequence of 
the values m1m2 .... mN is made up of m1m2 ... mN 
by the action of the permutation P-1, which has the 
same cycle structure as P. Therefore the products 

Dm(l)·m·(R) in (7) can be broken up into cyclic aggre-
1 1 

gates, making it possible to express them in terms of 
the characters (see[sJ, Sec. 25). Let us examine, for 
example, that part of the sum of (7) which corresponds 
to a cycle of length k (we renumber successively the 
indices of this cycle) 

~ D;/,~m, (R) D\:!,m, (R) · · · n:,:~m, (R) = ~ D\:!,m, (R") = y._<Z> (Rk). (8) 
m, 

For the operation m correspondi~ to the permutation 
P with the cyclic structure { 11112 2 ... kllk}, the 
formula for the character assumes the form 

X[Al (!J!) = x,[AJ (P) (x,<l>(R) ]•• (x,<1> (R2) ]•• ••• (x,<l>(Rk) ]'•. (9) 

In the case when orbitals of different types are 
specified on the atoms, several covalent configurations 
are possible, differing in the permutations of the or
bitals among the identical points. Since the different 
covalent configurations go over into one another follow
ing the operation of the point group, the only configura
tions contributing to the character are those that go 
over into themselves following the operation m. The 

p p 

Different covalent configurations A A A 
for the case when two p-orbitals and &__A &__A ~ 
one s-orbital are specified on the atoms. P P P a c, , a c P 

number of such configurations will be denoted by 
r( 9l ). The procedure for finding r( m 1 coincides with 
the procedure described in detail in[2 for finding the 
number of ionic structures remaining invariant under 
the action of the operation m. The formula for the 
characters takes the form 

X[Al(!J!) = x,[Al (P)X<l•>(Rn•)X<l•l(Rn•) ... x,(l•>(Rn•),;(!J!). (10) 

Some of the orbital momenta li> as well as the lengths 
of the cycles ni in formula (10), may coincide. If all 
the atoms are identical and all the li are equal, then 
we get r( Ill ) = 1, inasmuch as only one covalent con-
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figuration is possible in this case, and formula (10) 
goes over into (9). 

The characters of the operations of the point group 
corresponding to the irreducible representations of 
the group 03 can be readily found from the formulas [sl. 
The character of the operation of rotation through an 
angle cp is 

(ll(C ) = sin(l + '/z)q: 
X • sin(q:/2) ' 

the character of the inversion operation 

x(l>(I) =±(2t+1), 

(11) 

(12) 

the plus sign is for even states and the minus sign for 
odd states. Finally, the characters of reflection in the 
plane a and of mirror rotation Scp are calculated by 
representing these operations in the form a = IC2 and 
Scp = ICrr+ CfJ• which leads to the following formulas: 

X(l)(cr) = ±x<I)(C2), x<1>(S~) = ±x<1>(CnH) (13) 

depending on the parity of the state. 
Let us consider by way of an example a symmetrical 

system of three equivalent atoms, with p-orbitals 
specified on two of them and an s-orbital on one. 
Three covalent configurations are possible (see the 
figure). Assume that we are interested in the state of 
the system with total spin S = %. The permutation 
symmetry of the coordinate wave function is charac
terized in this state by the Young pattern[13 l. The point 
symmetry group C3v contains three classes of opera
tions. For the single class E all three configurations 
of the figure make a contribution to the character, i.e., 
T( E) = 3. Each of the operations of the class av 
leaves invariant one configuration, therefore T(av) 
= 1. Finally, under the action of the operations of 
class Cs the configurations go over into one another, 
i.e.' T( c3) = 0. The character of the representation 
made up by the s-orbital is always equal to unity. The 
characters of the representations formed by the p
orbitals are expressed, in this case for all the opera
tions in therms X <t> (E) = 3. Taking x[13] ( P) from[tl, 
we can readily find with the aid of formula (10) the 
characters of the reducible representation. Their 
values, and also the results of expansion in irreducible 
representations of the group Csv, are given below: 

Classes n3: 

Classes C 3v: 
x[1'1(1!l): 

Allowed multiplets 

{1'} 
E 
27 

{3} 
2Cs 
0 

{12} 
3Gv 

-3 

B. Several Valence Electrons Specified on One of the 
Atoms 

In the preceding section it was assumed that one 
valence electron is specified on each atom. Formula 
(10) can be easily generalized to the case when nt 
valence atoms are specified on one of the atoms. We 
start here from a definite state of this multi-electron 
atom, characterized by a set of quantum numbers 
[At] O!tLtMt, where O!t distinguishes between states 
with identical value of the total orbital angular momen
tum Lt. In all the symmetry transformations, the 
multi-electron atom remains in place, and only the 

atoms with one valence electrons are permuted. We 
denote such permutations by P 2 • In formula (10) it is 

necessary to replace x [A] ( P ) by x [A 2] ( P 2 ) , where 
[A 2 ] denotes the permutation symmetry of the electrons 
of the monovalent atoms. Further, since we are speci
fying only the permutation symmetry [A] of all the 
electrons and [Ad of the electrons on one atom, it is 
necessary to sum the formula for the character over 
all possible [A 2 ]. As a result, (10) goes over into 

XP·l(!R)= ~ y_P-•l(P2)X<L•)(R)x<Z•>(Rn•) ... x<z,>(Rn•)-r(!J!). (14) 

In the case of ionic configurations it may turn out that 
the operation 9l corresponds, for different configura
tions of a given set, to different permutations P2 • It 
is then necessary to replace T( m) by Tp2( m) and to 
sum expression (14) over the possible P2 • 

The possible Young patterns [A 2 ] are determined 

by expanding the representation r[A] on the subgroup 

7Tnt X 7rn2 at fixed r[At]: 

(15) 

The expansion (15) can be found, for example, with the 
aid of the Littlewood theorem, seert,?ls>. 

By way of an example let us consider determination 
of allowed triplets of the methane molecule CH4 in the 
case of a carbon atom in the state 2s2p3 3P, i.e., with 
[A tl = [ 212 ], Lt = 1. The electrons of the H atoms are 
assumed to be in the 1s state. The permutation sym
metry of the total wave function is characterized by a 
Young pattern [A]= [ 23 12 ]. Specified [A] and [At] 
satisfy all three possible Young patterns for four elec
trons of the atoms H, i.e., [A 2 ] = [22 ], [212 ] and [1 4 ]. 

Td is the point symmetry group of methane. In this 
case there is one covalent configuration, therefore 
T( m) = 1 for all m. Formula (14) takes the simple 
form 

X!2'<'l(!Jl) = ~xl'•l(P2 )x<O(R). ,, (16) 

We take the characters x[~] from[tl. The characters 
x < tl ( R) corresponding to the operations of the group 
T d are obtained from formulas (11 )- (13). We recall 
that the parity of the state of the system of k electrons 
with orbital angular momenta lt, l 2 , ••• , l k is deter
mined from the formula [sJ: 

(17) 

Consequently, a carbon atom with the considered elec
tron configuration 2s2p3 is in an odd state. From 
formula (16) we find the characters of the reducible 
representation: 

Classes n,: 
Classe;,l T d 

xr2'1'1[1JlJ: 

{1<} 
E 
18 

{13} 
sc, 
0 

{Z'} 
3C, 
-2 

{4} 
6S4 

0 

Expansion of this representation into irreducible 

3 ) An alternate method is based on the one-two-~:me correspondence 
between the Young patterns of an N-electron system and the value of 
the total spinS. To find [X2 ] it is sufficient to find the possible values 
of the spin S2 which are compatible with the vector equation S = S1 + S: 
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representations of the group Td yields the following 
set of allowed triplets: 3A2, 3E, 33Fh 23F2 (in full 
accord with[3 l). 

C. Diatomic Molecule 

Let us consider a diatomic molecule consisting of 
identical atoms. The states of the atoms are specified 
by a set of quantum numbers [~iJ ctiLiMi. The coordi
nate wave function of the molecule, having permutation 
symmetry of the Young pattern [~), is constructed in 
the following manner from the coordinate wave func
tions of the atoms (see (7.56) inr1l): 

<l>~~l (At [At] rY.tLtMt. A, [A2 ] a:2 L 2M 2) 

= C ~ ~ <r I Q I rtrz) 1 ~1 Q<I>~~.J ( Ata:tLtMt) <1>~~·1 ( A,a,L,M,), (18) 

where C is a normalization factor, Q the permutations 
of the electrons among the atoms retaining an increas
ing order of numbers of the electrons of each atom. 
The molecule point symmetry group is Dooh· Let us 
find the characters of the representation made up of 
the functions (18) for the operations of the group Dooh. 

The result of the action of the operation 
81 = P A1A2RA1RA2 on the function (18) is equal to 

P A,A,RA,RA,<l>~~l = C ~ ~D\&;lM, (R) D\&;lM, (R) <r I Q I rtro) 1~1 Q 
r,r, Q 

Ml'M2' 

X <l>~~·l (A2a:tLtllft' J12 · · · n) 11>~~·1 (Ata:.L2M2J n + 1 · · · 2n). (19) 

Let P be the electron-coordinate permutation that 
returns them to "their own" atoms with conservation 
of the increasing order of the numbers of the electrons 
of each atom. Then that part of (19) which is connected 
with the permutations can be written in the form: 

~ \r I Q I r1r2 ) 1~1 Q p-ttD~:·•1 ( A1a,L2M 2112 o o o n) 
Q 

We put QP-1 = U, whence Q = UP and 

(r II/PI rtr,) 1~1 = ~ (r I U I [~tl It, [~2 ] 12 )l'ol 
5:'ttt"i2t. 

X qX,J t1o ['£2] t2 1 P !!Ad r 1 , [A2 ] r2 )~'01 , (21) 

The matrix ( l P l) from (21) belongs to the class of 
matrices considered in[8 l, is diagonal in [Ai], and 
does not depend on the Young tableaux ri: 

([~Jt., [;:;]t,JPI [Adr,, p.,]rz)l'l = llt,r,llt,r,(I\,AdiPIIAtAt)l'lo (22) 

The double bar in the matrix element in the right side 
of (22) denotes independence of the Young tableaus. A 
convenient method of expressing such matrix elements 
in terms of the characters is given in the Appendix 
(see (37), (38) and Table II). 

Substituting (20)- (22) in (19) and using the definition 
of the function (18), we obtain 

P AM,RA,RA,QJ~~J (At [Atl atLtMto A, [A,] a,L,M,) = 6,,,, (AtAdP I!AtAd'1 

X ~ D\&;lM,(R)Di1;lM,(R)<I>~'1 (At[A2]a2L,M,', A2 [AtlatLtoM1')o 
M,'M{ (23) 

To find the character it is necessary to equate in (23) 
a1 = a2, L1 = L2, M~ = M1, and M~ = M2, and to sum 
over M1 and M2. As a result we obtain 

Xl'l(PA,A,RA,RA,) = (~A1 IIPIIA1A1 )11.1X(Lo>(R2). (24) 

In the case when the atoms have different sets 
[~i] O!iLi, the character (24) equals zero. For the op
erations 81 which are not connected with permutation 
of the nuclei, it is not necessary to satisfy the equa
tions a1 = ct2 and [~1J = [~2]. The corresponding 
formula for the character is 

x1•1 (RA,RA,) = x<L•>(R)X<L•>(R)<L,L, (24a) 

where TL1L2 = 2 for L1 I L2, since two configurations 
are possible, differing in permutations of the orbital 
angular momenta; obviously TL1L1 = 1. 

By way of an example, let us consider the N2 mole
cule. We find the allowed singlets arising from the 
state p3 3P of the N atoms. According to Table II of 
the Appendix, the permutation factor ( [21][21] II P 
II [21][21]f23 J entering in (24) is equal to unity. The 
formulas (24) and (24a) take on the simple form 

Xl2'l (P A,A,RA,RA,) = t•> (R')' (25) 

(25a) 

Calculating the characters by means of formulas (11)
(13), we obtain 

E 

9 

c~ 
sin• <"f,<p) 
sin2(<p/2) 

I 

3 

IC~ 

sin3<p 
sin<p 3 

Expansion of this representation into irreducible 
representations of the group Dooh yields the following 
singlet states: 

D. General Case 

Let us consider a molecule consisting of an arbi
trary number of atoms. The state of each atom is 
specified by a set of quantum numbers [ ~iJ aiLiMi. 
Let us find the characters of the representation, 
formed by the coordinate wave functions of the mole
cule in the state with definite permutation symmetry 
[~]. The coordinate wave functions of the molecule 
are constructed from the coordinate wave functions of 
the atoms in accordance with formula (21) from [sJ. For 
the sake of clarity we consider a molecule consisting 
of three identical atoms. The result of the action of the 
cyclic permutation P A1A2A3 on the wave function of 
such a molecule is 

P A,A,A. <Df~l (( A1 [Ad atLtMto A, [Ao] a,L.M,) [A12l Aa [Aa] aaLailfa) 

= C ~ ~ (r I Q I (r 1r 2) A12r 3 ) 1' 1 Q p-t<Df:•l ( A2a 1LtM1 ) QJ~;·1 

(26) 

The permutation P, just as in (20), returns the elec
trons to ''their own'' atoms while conserving the in
creasing order of numbers of electrons of the atom. It 
can be written as P1a:~, where the symbol P123 denotes 
that the electrons of the atom 1 are replaced by the 
electrons of the atom 2, etc. Putting QP-1 = U, we 
represent 

(r I UP I (r,r2) 1\12 r 3 )[>.J = ~ (r I U I (t,t,) X"t3 ) 1' 1 

in term. 
state 

X ((lt12) ~,,t3 1 PI (r1r 2) A12r 3 ) 1' 1
0 (27) 
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In analogy with (22) 

((t,t2)i;2t3 !PI (r1 r2)A.,.r3)l~l 
= &t,r,&t,ro&,,., ( (t.,t..)~~~~IIPI\ (AiAi)Ai2At)l~l. (28) 

Substituting (27) and (28) in (26) and taking into ac

count the definition of the function c)~ .X] in (26), we ob
tain 

• QJ~'1 ((A1 [/.3] a 3L3.1f3 , A, [Ad a 1L1M 1) [~12 ] A3 [1.2] a,l.,.'II,). (29) 

Fo~· the character of the operation 
!J1 = P A1A2A3RA1RA2RA3 we obtain the expression 

xr~l (!II)= L; ((/,i/.i) Ai2AiiiPII (A. it-!) /.12/.i)l~l x.<L>(R3). (30) 

It is obvious that in the case of a cycle of n atoms we 
have 

Xl~l(!J!) = L; ((I"' ... /"') Ainterm 1\P!I (A.i ... /.1) Ainterm)l~l x.<L>(Rn), (31) 
'Ainterm 

where Ainterm denotes the set of (n- 2) intermediate 
Young patterns, necessary for a complete description 
of the permutation symmetry of the state of n particles 
(see Sec. 2-10 in[11 ). We note that for a cycle of n 
atoms, on each of which v valence electrons are speci
fied, the permutation P belongs to the class { nV}. 

We introduce for the sum over .Xinterm in (31) the 
special symbol 

~ ((/ .. 1 ••• A.,) Aintermll P II (A., .•. A.,) Ainterm)[X] = Wn (1..1, 1..). (32) 
..::..J --.--
i.interm n 

Formula (31) assumes the compact form 

Xl~l(!J!) = Wn(Ai> A.)x.<L>(Rn). (33) 

In the general case the operation Ill corresponds to 
permutation with arbitrary cyclic structure. The 
formula for the character ,with allowance for (33), can 
be written in the form 

xr•J (9!) 

= { ~ ~Wn, (At. 1..(1)) X.(L,) (Rn') .. • U'nk (A.k, A(k)) /Lk)(R"k l} 1.'(9!), 
xtt) ... x(k)Xinterm (34) 

where ni is the number of atoms in a cycle in which 
each atom is characterized by the permutation sym
metry [xi] and total orbital angular momentum Li. 
and [X (i)] is the overall permutation symmetry of the 
atoms of the i-th cycle. Since in the construction of 
the permutation state [.x] one specifies only the per
mutation state [.xi] of the atoms, it is necessary to 
sum in (34) over all possible permutation symmetries 

[.X (i)] of the cycles, and also over the intermediate 
symmetry patterns [X interm1 which relate [X (i)] with 
[X]. The possible Young patterns [.x{i)] at a fixed 
overall Young pattern [x] are obtained by using the 
Littlewood theorem[1 ' 71 (see also footnote3 > ). The 
cyclic structure of the expression (34) is determined 
by the operation Ill. We note that the permutation fac
tors Wni(Xi> .X (i)) for each cycle are calculated 

separately. In the Appendix we give a method of their 

of the systems with a total number of electrons 
N :s 8. Finally, r(m), just as in formula (10) and (14), 
denotes the number of electronic configurations of the 
molecules, which remain invariant under the action of 
the operation Ill (see, e.g., the next section). 

In concrete particular cases formula (34) goes over 
into formulas (10), (14), and (24) of the preceding sec
tions. 

3. DETERMINATION OF ALLOWED MULTIPLETS OF 
THE MOLECULE H20 

Let us find all the multiplets that can be constructed 
for the molecule H20 with account taken of four 2p
electrons of the atom 0 and two 1s-electrons of the 
atoms H. The overall dimensionality of the secular 
equation which appears in this case is, in accordance 
with formula (6.54) of!1 l, equal to 10!/6!4! = 210. The 
point symmetry group of the water molecule is C2v· 
The molecular configurations include one covalent and 
five different types of ionic configurations. Let us 
consider them in sequence. 

I. ( p 4 )o ( s )H ( s )H. The characters of the repre
sentations induced by the coordinate wave functions of 
different covalent structures are given in the upper 
lines of Table I. They can be readily found from 
formula (14) with r( !11) = 1 for all m .. 

II-IV. Ionic configurations (p5 )o(s)H, 
(p 4 )o(s2)H, and (p3 )o(s)H(s)H· For each allowed 
0 atom state characterized by an orbital angular mo
mentum L, there are two configurations of such types. 
The characters are calculated by the formula 

x[x](m) =x(L)(R)r(R), in which r(E) = r(a2) = 2 
and r(C2 ) = r(al) = 0. 

V. ( p2 ) 0 ( s2 ) H ( s 2 ) H. The formula for the charac
ters is obtained from the general formula (34) with 

Table I* 
Characters of reduo-

Multi¥licitles of 
entry o irreducible 

Coordinate functions of molecular 
ible representations representations 

configurations I c. I "· I "· I A, I B. I B, . A, 

I <1>[21'] (p' [21']P; (s; s) [1']) 
1 

3 1 1 -1 0 1 0 I 
<D[2'l'] (p' [2'] S; (s; s) [1']) 1 -1 -1 1 1 

0 t 0 
<D[2'I'J (p' [2'] D; (s; s) [1']) 5 -1 -1 1 1 2 1 
<D[2'I•] (p' [211 ] P; (s; s) [2]) } 6 0 0 -2 

1 
2 1 2 <DCO'l'] (p' [21'] P; (s; s) [1']) 

<D[2'] (p' [22 ] S; (s; s) [2]) 1 1 1 1 
1 

0 0 0 
<D[Z'] (p' [22 ] D; (s; ,,) [1']) 5 1 1 1 

2 
1 t t 

<Dl•'l (p' [21'] P; (s; s) [1']) 3 1 1 -1 1 1 0 1 

II <Df2'1'1 (p' [2'1] P; s[1] S) 6 0 0 2 2 I 2 1 
<Df2'1 (p' [2'1] P; s [1] S) 6 0 0 2 2 1 2 I 

m <Df2'1'l (p' [212] P; •' [2] S) 6 0 0 -2 1 2 1 2 
<Df2'1 (p' [2'] S; s' [2] S) 2 0 0 2 1 0 I 0 
<Df2'] (p' [2'] D; s' (2] S) 10 0 0 2 3 ~ 3 2 

<Df21'1 (p• [1"] S; (s' [2] S; s) [21]) 2 0 0 -2 0 1 0 1 IV 
<Df2'1'l (pi [1•] S; (s' [2] S; s) [21)) 2 0 0 -2 0 1 0 1 
<Df2' 1'1 (pi [21] P; (s' [2] S; s) (21]) 6 0 0 2 2 1 2 1 
<Df2'1'l (p• [21] D; (s' [2] S; s) [21]) 10 0 0 -2 2 3 2 3 
<Df2'1 (p• [21] P; (s' (2] S; s) [21]) 6 0 0 2 2 1 2 1 
<Df2'J (pB [21] D; (s' [2] S; s)[21]) 10 0 0 -2 2 3 2 3 

v <Dfo'l'l (p' [1'] P; (s' [2] S; s• [2] S) [22]) 3 -1 -1 -1 0 I 1 I 
<Dl2'1 (p' [2] S; (s' [2] S; •' [2] S} [221) 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
<Df''l (p' [2] D; (s' [2] S; s' [2] S) [2']) 5 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 

VI <Df2'J (p' [2"] S) 1 t 1 1 1 0 0 0 

calculation in terms of the character. They also give "The operation o2 denotes reflection in the plane of the molecule, and o1 ref-
the values of Wn(X 1 , X ) for all possible symmetries lection in the perpendicular plane. 
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Table ll tation of the atoms. Each of the permutations Ui in . 
I N-4 

[A] 

N=8 

I'·l I I J [2'] [21'] ~·J I [2'1'JNI ~2:'1 I [I'] j [2'] I [2'1'] I [2'1'] I [21'] I [I'] 

[2] I 1 1-1 I I I I I I I I I [1'] 1 

[2'11 I I I 1 I =1/ 1-1 I I I I I w, [1_ 1 1 

[2'] I 
I I I I I 

I 1 

I =! I 1-1 I [21'] 

I 
1 1 

[!"] 1 1 1 

I I 
w,l [2] 1 [1'] I I 0 

T( m) = 1 for all the operations 9!, and has the follow

ing simple form: x[ .X] ( m ) = x (L) ( R), since, in accord
ance with Table II, w2( [2], [22]) = 1. 

VI. ( p6 ) 0· A single configuration of this type is 
possible. 

The values of the characters of the reducible 
representations of the group C2v, induced on the co
ordinate functions of the configurations I-VI, are 
listed in Table I. Their expansion in irreducible 
representations yields the following allowed multiplets: 
15A1, 25A2, 25B2; 93Ah 123A2, 123B1, 123B2; 181Al> 
101A2, 121BH and 101~. The total number of multi
plets is 100, and the maximum order of the secular 
equation is obtained for the ground state 1A1 and 
equals 18, which coincides with Slater's unpublished 
data (see 191 , p. 278). 

APPENDIX 

CALCULATION OF THE PERMUTATION FACTORS 
wn(-X1,-X) 

The matrix elements ( II P II ) which enter in the 
definition of wn (.Xh .X) (see (32)) belong to a non
standard representation of the permutation group and 
can be obtained by direct calculation with the aid of the 
corresponding transformation matrices (11 1, Chap. II). 
It is possible, however, to formulate a system of equa
tions which relate the sought factors wn(.X 1, .X ) with 
the characters x [.x 1] and x[.x]. 

In the general case, the permutation of n groups of 
electrons can always be represented in the form 
Q = PU 1 ... Un, where P is the permutation of the 
electrons among the groups and Ui is the permutation 
of the electrons inside the i-th group. If the matrix 

element ((r)8 1PU1···Unl(r)8 )[.x], where (r)8 is 
the symbol numbering the basis functions of the non
standard representation reduced on n equal-number 
subgroups, is represented in the fo~:m of a product of 
matrix elements, then, by summing both parts of the 
obtained equation over ( r )B, we arrive at the follow
ing equation: 

Sxl',l(UtU2 ... Un)Wn(Ai, A)= y}'l(PU,U2 ... Un)· 
),, (35) 

The electron permutation P for each operation of the 
point symmetry is determined uniquely by the permu-

the right side of (35) acts on the electrons of different 
atoms, whereas the permutations Ui which enter in 

the character x[.xJ act on the electrons of one atom. 
If we put in (35) all Ui equal to unit permutations 

and take into account the fact that the permutations P 
belong to the class {nV}, then (35) goes over into 

(36) 
~ 

Equations (35) and (36) for the determination of 
wn(.X h .X) are very simple and as a rule make it possi
ble to find the required factors without particular dif
ficulty. In the particular case of a cycle of two atoms, 
the permutation factors 

w2(A, A) = (A1A1IIPIIA1A1)l'l 

satisfy the equation 

~ xl'd(U2U,)w2(A,, A)= x.l'l(PUtU2). 
)., 

(37) 

(38) 

Let us consider by way of an example the determina
tion of the factors w2( [.X 1], [23]). The two possible 
Young patterns are [-X 1] = [21] and [13 ], and are com
patible with [.x] = [23]. We choose for U1U2 in (38) the 
two sets of permutations: 

1. u, and U2 c {P}; 2. u, c {3}, U2 c {P}. 

This leads to the two equations 

/[2!]W2([21), [23]) +fri']W2([f3], (23]) =x.l2'1({23}), 

x.£2tl({3})w2([21], [2•]) +x.l~'l({3})wz([f3], (2S]) = x.l2'1({6}), (39) 

from which it follows that 

w2([21], [23]) = w2([1"], [23]} = 1. 

Table II lists the values of the permutation factors 
for all possible symmetries of systems of electrons 
with N :58. 
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